Science or Fiction?
In search of the quintessence.
My deepest thanks and
respect to all physical
Youtuber wwwler and
book gods. I could
never have done this
without you guys.
Also, thanks for the
time in the forced-lock
down. Isn't it about
time for something
absolutely new.

If this is now the absolute
truth, then we were just
about 100 years with this
big mistake underway..
But it must be remembered
that with some other
mistakes we have been
working with over thousands
of years and if this was a
measuring mistake of mine,
then it was one hell of an
exciting mistake...

No human being can draw as beautifully as true nature shows us.
But our irrepressible desire leads us to new shores with gentle curiosity.

This entire presentation is simplified and straightforward,
based on a single statement: Is this 1.0 experiment telling us the truth?
It confused me to find out that, such an experiment has never been "officially" done before!
I did this experiment over 20 years ago and have never stopped collecting, official information
surrounding this subject. And 10 years ago I published everything in
this YouTube video from 28.12. 2011
This now is an update from the past and the stories that it is about to present to us our mind-blowing
because it tells us the reality about an endless universe and its possibilities because everything is
The revolutionary energy creation of gravity
If this knowledge tells us the truth,
we learn how advanced extraterrestrial civilizations live, think, and act.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qJJFIWrAls

This work has not
been checked by a
professional due
to spelling
mistakes! That
means little
mistakes are to be
overlooked, but
whether page 2
was a huge
mistake
Will soon turn out!
By the way, in my YouTube video, I very likely made a measurement error, at timeline 2:40 it is claimed that
light is also stretched. For this, I had sent a laser with a mirror system through the center of this rotating
mass disk and deflected it 500 m to another mirror and back again, so that even the smallest vibration was
extremely amplified. Today, I believe that it was heating of the mirrors or their mounting that caused this
light deflection. Nevertheless, I hope to be able to repeat this experiment under better laboratory conditions
sometime soon.
But before that, it must first be proven 100% that a weight in the center becomes lighter.
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If this is true, it is our legacy that lives in our earth and beyond.

Pereidolia of physics

The non-magnetic weight in the center of this fast
rotating massive disk loses weight!

Why?
If this simple self-explanatory statement is correct,
then this knowledge catapults us into a new era....
This massive mass disk rotates in a vacuum chamber because otherwise the friction
of the air molecules would heat up the disc too much and slow it down.
A jet engine rotates less than half and that shovels air, but this mass disk shovels
gravitation. How??? This is what this 1.0 experiment will now explain to us by its
perspective. It weighs over 100 kg and at full rotation it weighs many tons.
This experiment will now tell us its storys and why we could
" overlook" this effect.
For hundreds of years, we earthlings have been using
Isaac Newton's laws,
to calculate the nature of gravity.....
But Newton's laws break down, if one tries to
apply them onto the cosmos.
Now we can all reveal its last deepest secrets:
Which catapults us into the real 21st century, which has only been hiding
behind a veil of endless possibilities.
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And for people who have no patience, combine page 2 with 9.
Side notes in small type, they are important, unimportant objections that have grown during
writing and can be enlarged or ignored if necessary. They are an outgrowth of logical thinking.
From one of my personal favorite teachers, see page 10.
Classical music recommendation in the background: Thomas
Hengelbrock directs Gubaidulina. Reading time approx as long
as the piece,
but the coming sensations effects are about infinite.

01. Headline
02. The 1.0 Experiment or Pereidolia of Physics
03. and 4. Table of contents + introduction 1 and 2
05. The experiment challenges populist science + 20 000€ prize contest
06. Measurable 1.0 effect. The origin of the formula VVV. Rotating equivalence principle.
07. Linear equivalence principle in comparison to Cavendish experiment and its consequences.

What kind of reference frame are we in? 08. The problem in populist physics is: how do you explain
something "simply"?09. Today's knowledge about the earth's interior, is tomorrow's knowledge + EUREKA

10. My teacher explains the SeL formula
11. This picture formula describes the fifth dimension Q The cosmic conductor
12. Simple translation of this formula )( into our today's physical world view

If someone thinks,
here is only
someone who
wants to make
himself important,
then you do not
know me. But if they
understand our
teacher, you also
understand me.

13. Rutherford Experiment + EUREKA
14. Summary explanation
15. Tomorrow's knowledge and the creation of water
16. The way we understand light today
17. and 18. The "simple" great variety of electro-magnetism
19. Space-time dimension of the fifth kind
20. and 21. "If" tomorrow we understand "Q" as the fifth dimension, then we understand many
things easily.
22. The big bang did not exist!
23. and 24. So much simplification here and trying to compress everything into 2 pages

without exploding!

25. and 26. Einstein's special theory of relativity cannot be true! If we look at it from Mercury's
perspective, it is also the answer to dark matter and energy and some more

27. and 28 Manifestos of the manifests
29. and 30. Are we ready for a new science?
31. Poem by T.S. Eliot.
All this knowledge must never be based on profit-oriented economic powers because otherwise
we will increase this whole mess, it will spread like a virus x potentially. Just like greed a virus is
intelligent too that has now increased again.
The Starship Enterprise fans among you know exactly what I mean.
This point is non-negotiable!!!!
BECAUSE

In evolutionary terms, we all live only for a brief moment;
what once was, we know, what will come, is decided now!
That means, only the truth, through its knowledge, we can beam into our new generation.
People from all times have always wanted to solve the great mystery of gravity.
What is this invisible something that surrounds us always and everywhere, also permeates
everything and even directs planetary orbits and the entire cosmos. We definitely do NOT know!!!
But know exactly, it's few "incorruptible" properties. And these are: Mass produces gravitation, the
denser the mass, the stronger and further they attract each other... Also, its field decreases or
increases proportionally to its distance and mass density.
In principle that's it. AND if you over exaggerate this whole thing through our earthly mathematical
laws, you have a black hole. Of course everybody can search the WWW and one gets many
gravitational theories, formulas and explanations... so that it literally makes your brain explode...
Essentially, populist science divides into two camps: On the one hand we have these incredibly
tiny particles, strings or Higgs particles, and on the other hand gravity is an illusory force,
Just like the inertial forces or the MOND hypothesis, to name just a few of them.
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And now such a small, insignificant person comes along and claims that he has found the
solution for the true nature of gravity! It is perfectly clear to me that I have absolutely no chance of
holding against this populist scientific world of today because it's all about these most intelligent
people of our time, and they also have billions of $$$ per year at their disposal to solve our
problems.... And are they solved? What I want to say is this: For a long time now, I have been
passionately collecting statements about popular scientific predictions about the future that should
actually be the normal situation of today, here are just two examples: That we could all use the
nuclear fusion of the sun up to today, or to witness the moon landing as a child myself, just by
taking one breath of its euphoria, was immediately infected with ideas, that we now all can fly into
space soon where no man has ever been before. Yes, I must also confess these science fiction
movies in those days were fault in making me believe we could all fly into space, no later than
2001! And what happened? Unfortunately nothing in this direction... Even in some countries, the
Middle Ages have returned.
As the saying goes, if you want something done right, do it yourself.
This whole work is only about one effect that I measured over 20 years ago, that I call the 1.0
experiment. The more I take the time to understand and question the populist, physical borderline
sciences, the more this measurable effect shows me a very simple explanation that makes me
believe, that our reality is much simpler as "some" imagine and also want us to believe.
Since I am 99% sure that I measured correctly over 20 years ago and its findings show me, like a
navigation device in which country, city, street and even the house number is 42.
If the 1.0 experiment tells the truth, it tells us what it is and how it lives. Then everyone also
understands why it must be published like this now, because it belongs to all of us<!
My main problem is, I am self-taught, so the front door to this powerful "reference systems" is
firmly closed to me. This is here, something like the back door to the house number 42. And it
invites us all through this relatively "simply" understandable work to find the mystery in our
universe, but to solve it, we now all play a massive role.
That means, first read up to page 9, then everything makes sense!...

Science or Fiction?
Should this experiment be right, then this knowledge catapults us into a new dimension of science.
Such that any human word or imagination cannot express what is about to happen.
Among other things, this means, that by the end of this decade we can "all" go into space,
because it's the basis for a UFO propulsion and a lot more...
You don't believe it? Then I invite the occupants of house number 42 to provide the proof to the
contrary.
The freedom of speech – in my country it's Art. 5 paragraph 1 GG protects me from being burned
alive at the stake. Unfortunately, this is not the case everywhere. But from tomorrow on...
Also, a deep bow to people like Giordano Bruno.

Why now?

Before, Newton's apple was not ripe enough for all of us in the WWW....... That's why it's only now
possible to go against these populist and powerful faculties. If you ask someone who knows a little
about this subject, you get these indoctrinated answers. Gravity has only a positive attraction, also
the inertia forces are illusory forces! And if it were so simple, one would have thought of this
already earlier! Besides, we have today's most intelligent scientists who also have billions of $$$
per year at their disposal to solve our problems...
This suffocates any further discussion...
Nevertheless, If this 1.0 experiment is right, then.... Welcome to the real 21st century, which until
now has been hidden behind a veil of possibilities.
Warning. If this is now the truth, then something happens like several of these
Supernovabrainorgasmsquantumexplosions, from which we will never recover again or want to.
By the way, I am missing only four more letters here, then it would be my answer to 42. My links
and references is the WWW . Just build this effect everywhere into where it belongs, then the
understanding comes all by itself.
Up to this main question, who owns this knowledge, and what do we do with it now?
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This is the original 1.0 experiment I used to measure this effect over 20 years ago.
It showed the following, the faster this massive disk rotates, the more the
weight in the center is gravitationally attracted.
Now the question of all questions arises: To what extent can this effect be
increased or intensified? So let's imagine this effect is proven and we " simply "
plant it in the Annals of today's physics....
Where do these findings lead us to?
And Because I am 99% sure that I measured correctly over 20 years ago, I have
offered a reward of 20.000 € for the one who can prove the opposite.
In other words, that what today's populist science claims anyway....
Conditions: see page 29. How would some say it's like taking candy from a baby

It is about this cause and
not about me, that means,
give this 1.0 experiment
only one chance.
And if I have measured
incorrectly, then I stand
with 20,000 € to it!
And if it was NOT a
mistake, everything forms
by itself!
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Measurable effect.
The weight in the center becomes lighter because it is attracted by the fast rotating mass
disk.
This 1.0 experiment explains why it is so important that centrifugal forces are the same
equivalent forces of gravity.
Explanation: By our perspective perceptions we distinguish centrifugal forces, acceleration
forces etc., which belong to the large family of inertial forces. Here it needs a summarizing
terminology !
The VisViVa Forces and its formula or sign = (

Important, these symbols ) ( in this work are used only for the formula!
Be sure to check Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, lebendige Kraft.
Keep getting brain Explosions about the knowledge from that time.

Theory: 1.0. By the compression of these VVV forces, a compressed space develops.
Which simply tells us if they can do that, a compressed mass does the same to create
more gravity...
If this "still" theory is proven through this 1.0 experiment it will mean that also the "moving"
VVV forces would be equivalent with the "standing" gravity force. If you over exaggerate
these mathematics, you have a black hole. This explains a lot! For instance, why gravity
can't be particles? Such as the strings, Higgs etc.
Much is created from this as yet unproven 1.0 effect.
For example: If we are in a large rotating spaceship in weightlessness, the inertial force =(,
pushes us against the outer wall and there is NO measuring instrument that could show us
the difference between this inertial force and gravity. Only our perspective perception in
a respective reference system distinguishes that. This is the same as Einstein's
equivalence principle, which is described on the next page.

Rotierendes Äquivalenzprinzip
Again and again, there are people who reject this
equivalence as the picture shows us.
And if the 1.0 experiment gets his one chance
this will be cleared up tomorrow.
Technical terms: centrifugal force or centripetal force.
Rotating, accelerated reference frames, Coriolis force,
radial forces in an inertial system and there are even more
complicated expressions!
But that has always been the case, that we humans
distinguish and
complicate everything through our perspective perceptions!
And also act accordingly. Why? Our earthly system is
dominated by this system $$$...
Long live "the emperor's new clothes and co.

Complicated formulas for rotating reference frames
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Einstein's General Theory of Relativity
also showed us through the equivalence
principle that there is no difference
between accelerated inertial forces and
gravity.
Like the Cavendish - experiment of 1798
proved how strong masses attract each
other and one could calculate the weight
= density of the earth. Mistakenly we
calculate the gravitational constant in the
whole universe this way. The

Linear acceleration is
the same as rotational
acceleration, that is
the same
as gravity!
linears

Äquivalenzprinzip

Cavendish experiment is only good
for small systems, but not for
larger ones! That means posthumously
Einstein was right again and not only
that, that what he described as his
biggest Eselei of his life was; the attempt
to explain the infinity of the universe by a
cosmological constant can now be
proven with this 1.0. Experiment and also
that dark energy and matter belong
together and some things more...
Of course, this statement makes me seem like a goofball, but wait and see!

If we understand that inertial forces belong to an equivalent large family of VVV forces, the
findings from this 1.0 experiment could reweigh the Earth = density and calculate a very accurate
gravitational constant for the entire universe. But of course always with the question, in what kind
of reference frame is something located? That means, what are the measurement differences
between an inner and an outer space or vice versa? This points to an unimaginable energy
potential Comparable with E=mc². Better explained in the coming pages.
That simply means that a negative stretched form of gravity could be detectable with such a 1.0.
Experiment only in space in weightlessness.
For example, with a mercury ball as weight in the center, which then stretches and deforms
according to the space and which finally explains to us why we could not measure it in the
gravitational field of the earth. The same would happen, if we measured a huge NON- rotating 20
ton lead disk in space like this.
That would be the Cavendish experiment 2.0.

Perspective Perception: If our earth's surface consisted of 100 km deep water, and we
were all super intelligent fish, we still wouldn't know what a drop of water looked like
unless a fish astronaut figured it out..
Thought experiment: What would happen in space if two 20 ton lead balls = mass
balls, were placed close together and kept at a distance with a 2 m column. Now
one doubles and triples etc. the mass of the balls. Except that they would attract
each other even more gravitationally....

What happens to the space in between? Answer on page 9.
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The three main actors of physics, which cannot
be united at present.
Space - time
general with the special
relativity

AND

The elementary
building blocks of
matter.
The standard model
of particles.

Dimensional perspective =
X-Y-Z axis =1 2 3 space-time =4

By the way. To be able to calculate the
Fock states, we always use 2 dimensional
representations in quantum mechanics,
but it is a 4-dimensional state. So is also
the fifth dimension better to understand.

Thanks to the many brave ones like the YouTube video: What is going wrong in contemporary physics?
Was läuft falsch in der gegenwärtigen Physik? From 05/14/2019
Today's autocratic dominant science does not allow,
to discuss such things in the "mainstream"!
How do you explain something "simple" that has been made so complicated today?
If one wanders, not only through the annals of physics, one comes across so many contradictions that one's
head literally explodes.
Through our perspective perceptions, this has always influenced our human thinking and acting. We all are
looking for the deeper meaning, a truth that releases us from the shackles of today's imbecilic perverted
times.... "Einstein's Tongue"..: Not only from books we know the mistakes of our past... nevertheless much
repeats itself today... But also these books are full of stories of people who understood physics, and we all
use these discoveries today more or less "unconsciously" for better or for worse.
From the thousands of examples here is just one:
Michael Faraday recognized the connection between magnetic and electromagnetic fields.... actually quite
simple, if you can figure it out.
The 1.0 experiment explains a fifth dimension.... "simple".
Pereidolia or the physics of tomorrow!?
Reference frames: When I look at the stars at night, I know that everything is moving at unimaginable
speeds.... But everything stands still.
If we understand the universe, then we also understand ourselves, not vice versa!
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The earth and its gravitational
density of today...

Weightlessness
in space as well
as in the center
of the earth

PREM= Preliminary Reference Earth Model:
Is a mathematically calculated value with the
physical properties of the earth's mass.
Gravitational
Measurements with seismographs show P and S
density of the earth
earthquake waves. This diagram shows the gravity- = blue curve. Green
density used today. Green shows, if the earth had a shows if the earth
homogeneous density. Blue shows the current state woude have a
homogeneous
of science. First there is a slight increase of
density of mass.
Gravitation, because less mass is above and more
to the Earths center where masses become extremely
dense. At a depth of about 3000 km, the upper and lower
gravitational densities balance each other out. From this depth,
gravity increases because the masses compress, and thus they
pull each other even more from all directions until they are
weightless in the center or gravity is "zero".

The earth and its gravitational density of tomorrow
Application of this "still theoretical" formula ))Q((
This is what the structure of the inner earth tells us now:

Diameter of the earth
12,740 km. To the
center 6370 km.

Because masses in the center compress even more and thus
attract more strongly from all directions, a stretched and
compressed form of space-time is created here at the same time..
Negative, stretched weightlessness in space,
This is a negative or anti-gravity. That is why shadow
as well as in the center of the earth.
zones are formed, that swallow the P and S waves
Application of this "still" theoretical formula,
because it can be seismographically measured. Many on into the earth
scientific statements exist over these complex issues. and its gravitational
This diagram shows
But nevertheless there is no physical phenomenon
Density =
what happens to a red
Mass density is...
known to us today that can swallow these waves
100 kg weight on a
completely! Since it can also be assumed that the
scale when moving
towards to the center?
density of masses in our center is compressed even
The 100 kg weight is
more and thus must also influence the wave dynamics,
influenced by the mass
they should actually become faster without swallowing anything!
density of the earth, or
If the experiment 1.0 in a zero gravity environment in space proves
also of its centrifugal
forces.
that gravity can be reversed, Earth's shadow zones will be easier
For
example,
from
the
to explain... This physics can then be transferable on to Planets,
poles to the equator it
suns, galaxies, black holes, pulsars, dark matter&energy and
loses 0,5 % weight
some more.
=99,5kg. But also by
EUREKA or a multiple orgasm of physics...
the Eötvös effect.
What does this tell us? Electrodynamics is the anti partner to
gravity. That's why we can't measure this effect on the Earth's
surface, only in space! As described on page 7
or in the quantum world of the atomic nucleus, page 19.
In 3000 km
This phenomenon can only be measured in the borderline
depth it has
sciences which are all too often downplayed by the
approx. 106
kg. At a depth
populist sciences, mentioned as insignificant.

0-

EUREKA

I hope I was able to make this clear. If one over exaggerates this
entire thing mathematically, it comes to a supernova-explosion,
because at some point this negative dimension would have to turn
back into a positive again. That means, by huge masses or in
case of extreme rotational forces, INside or OUTside, at some point
this balance can no longer be kept in check. Then these
unimaginable dimensional forces rip themselves with light speed apart...
Vice versa: That is also why the temperatures on the surface of the sun
are not as high as in its corona because density is one of these VVV
forces and when it expands rapidly into free space, this density turns into
heat plasma. This and more will be clarified "simply" in the next pages.

Diameter of the earth
12,740 km. To the
center 6370 km.

of about 5000
km, the anti-G
forces start to
tear matter
apart, which is
then minus 0
or welcome in
the quantum
world.
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One of my idols for this formula is Mr. Spock. But anyone who knows a little about the nature of
biophysics and transfers this knowledge onto other known structures, there awaits us fantastic
organisms and brain explosions. One of my favorite creatures is the incredible Blob, it is a yellow
single-celled organism between mushrooms and us, recent research has proven that it even has
intelligence. It's automatically forms structures that can be Pereidolinicly be transferred to so many
things. Its mechanism for doing so is explained by the quantum worlds. Its logical action is
comparable to the structures we know from biophysics, but also in the structures of the universe.
Everyone has heard of the golden ratio 1:1.618. This also includes the Fibonacci numbers or the
symmetry of plant growth reflected in the Mandelbrot structures, up to, why is a snowflake
hexagonal? Explained in more detail on page 21.
The teacher Blob taught me this formula.
From here on, it's like a snow sled ride,
down from Mount Everest of our physics.

This page is the preparation for the next pages but the basis for...
This universal principle requires a
Self-explanatory-Logic =

The SeL Formula

Viewed from the physical perspective of the fifth dimension in Q
space, Combined with page 9, that explains to us
this is where all the fundamental forces mix into one structure.
That means, this Q space can only exist if its forces interact with
each other on an equal basis,
So, they automatically stabilize each other and thus tip over into a
neutralization.
This explains why this state harmonizes a self-stabilizing interaction
of these systems, of the whole cosmos.... Right down to the atomic
nucleus.

It always depends from which frame of reference one
is in or from the outside looking IN !!!
So really everywhere and everything is relative.
With these statements, it is obvious to me that I will now step on some people's tie! But if one
uses this logic on today's unsolved unimaginable complex theories, then everything clears up
automatically. That means, if a theory cannot be proven by experiments, then the theory is
wrong! Especially after about 100 years and X billions of tax money paid by most of us! These are
not my words! These are the facts! And that also means we're still using fossil fuels with these
catastrophic effects for generations to come...
Although it should be clear to everyone by now that there is a fundamental law of energy
conservation even in the whole universe... That means not even our "personal" energy gets lost!!!
What makes us to active or passive monsters is the zeitgeist of yesterday. Here is
tomorrow's... welcome into the 5th dimension and its self-explanatory effects, with Blob's help and
co. written by the 1.0 experiment, which only wants to tell us that ALL forces have an equivalent
anti partner...
Eat your heart out earthlings, let´s go on.
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The cosmic conductor
This picture formula describes the fifth dimension Q. These 4 quarter circles symbolize 4 equal forces and
their anti partners because we now understand the space from which they are born, page 9. They are
independent, but interdependent. As a result, there is this eternal striving for self-balancing Forces
everywhere. There are not only equivalences like Einstein explained it to us. This goes much further,
somehow everything is connected with everything, but always viewed from their reference systems!
That explains, why these 4 forces must be considered as equivalent forces, everything here is based on
that and further.
The assignment of the colors to the 4 quarter circles does not matter, but nevertheless it is interesting, how
in the rainbow white gold is in the middle, or why plants throwback the color green, or why the light refracts
on a CD in such a way, or...
The electro-magnetism and its symbol =) just like the masses =)
The symbol is opposite for gravity =( as well as with it's equivalent inertia forces = VVV =(
is the living force, page 6, from which this formula arises )) ((
The light waves of the 3 primary colors, from which all other colors are formed, unite through white. You
can see a left or right rotation and the whole thing viewed from behind is all mirror-inverted, even the
rotation, without changing anything of the physics! Explanation page 19. Through the fusion of these 4
fundamental forces, purest E=mc² is created, in this 5th dimensional Q space. Just imagine a 3-D sphere in
the center, outside black and inside white, that points to the reversal of all forces through a fifth dimension
because it connects the inside with the outside world, which always wanted to explain to us what this
spooky "mysterious" quantum thing meant.

These equivalent interactions create this formula ))Q((.
Or as it is explained again and again here, this universe formula simplifies to )Q(
Where do these insights lead us? It is over all our point of view to these reference systems.
For instance, a refrigerator magnet is a thousand times stronger than the earth magnetic field, but
one must not forget the refrigerator magnet has a range of a few centimeters and the magnetic
field of the earth some 1000 km and if now this 1.0 experiment is proven and tells us where gravity
comes from, we will also understand why it is so weak, but it affects everything millions of
kilometers in the universe and because gravity connects seamlessly, it is also said to be infinitive.
That means in the atomic nucleus and as described on page 9, up to the center of our galaxy, the
electro- magnetism is the equivalent anti partner to gravity.
Because all forces as we know them, cancel or neutralize each other out in the atomic nucleus and from its
frame of reference, its physical properties can be transferred to "black holes" and some things more.

This imperfectly drawn picture formula symbolizes the
striving of nature and beyond to a self corrective balance
with a powerful harmony, that I'm trying to represent with
the help of the speed of light on this CD.
I believe that it will never be possible to capture this
meaning in pictures or words, but by understanding this
knowledge, it makes me smile with glassy eyes.
Mysteriously, time repeats itself because we keep using
Earth bound physics to explain everything. This universe
formula shows the physics bound in the atomic nucleus and
the resulting infinitely old reference systems.

Who now Pereidolienichly
connects this image with the
ancient sun sign, could be right.
But whoever associates this only
with the misuse has limited
knowledge.
That means, the knowledge of
the past shows us the wisdom of
tomorrow.

Incidentally, it is difficult to make the same image
recording from a CD twice, just as it is not possible for
two people to see this real image at the same time.
These reflections change with atomic distances.
With these light reflections, many self-explanatory
secrets are "simply" revealed.
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Simple translation of this formula )( into our today's physical world view,
up to the antiquity is the knowledge of tomorrow
Steam engine produces energy by burning fossil fuels; therefore it needs mass or matter =) and
Because of the unification of the VisViVa=( forces with the gravitation =( with the negative and
positive equivalence principles Q is formed, here is where the fire starts = plasma fusion emerges
through opposite movement )(.
The black circle symbolizes a steam pressure chamber, which represents the transition, it is their
physical interactions, they create a pressure chamber like a membrane and give birth to the
electro&magnetism =) that forms the matter&energy =) through its anti partner in Q space. .
Which in turn can only form this Q space through " counter-rotating" forces at the speed of light.
This explains the beginning of everything. It is important to understand that this universe formula
shows the two black semicircles as moving in opposite directions, symbolizing electro-magnetism
and mass-energy, if you turn them 180° they unite.
Therefore, and for many other reasons, the formula simplifies to )Q(
In antiquity, Aristotle postulated a fifth element and called this substance the quinta essentia, also
called ether, in addition to the four elements earth, water, air and fire because each element is
bound to a certain kind of movement because he also recognized that the celestial bodies carried
out an incessant movement, there must be a fifth substance that controls the stars and planets.
In the 12th century, it was called the doctrine of Q...
I hope it is clear to everyone what I want to explain with these opposite symbols )(.
When we feed our times with negative vibrations in all epochs, these prophecies create perverted images of
the future. Not only Nostradamus earned his money by predicting fear. This is always exciting, but only as
long as you look at it through a keyhole of a massive steel door or TV set.
Life experience: Isn't it strange how you want to help some people unconditionally, just because it's right.
But many want to exploit only the useful qualities of one, for some who are just too lazy or afraid to get
dirty.... Up to a refusal to learn something new. Which, by the way, is the law of inertia for most people! Has
this zeitgeist always been this way, or does it just seem that way to me?
Indirectly, I mean we don't have to worry about the future anymore because the philosophy behind this Q
space, is always just what we feed it positively or negatively with. Because through the realizations that there
is something like an unimaginable self-balancing force in everything that leads us to this Q space.... In other
words, imagine a Monopoly game with a Q variant, each field has a come out from prison card.

Viewed from the 1.0 experiment, we now understand its frames of reference.
That means: earth, water and air belong to the masses =).... Fire is simply a chemical chain
reaction because oxygen reacts with matter, to produce heat it needs movement =( which changes
the density=( of matter =) to produce energy, like a flame.

But to generate stable fusion energy, we now require the open secret of

Q.

On to the next EUREKA
By the way! There are many discoveries from ancient times that radically changed our future, one
of which was the Herons ball. If something like the WWW had existed back then, it wouldn't have
taken 1700 years to develop the steam engine.
But our whole life is full of ifs and woulds.
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The SeL formula + ))Q(( formula applied
to the 1911 Rutherford experiment,
on which the Bohr atomic model of 1913 is based upon and much more.
When the findings from the 1.0 experiment are applied to the Rutherford
experiment, everyone understands this further EUREKA effect.
Everything points to the fact that it is a swing-by!
This means, that the alpha particles fly around the atomic "nucleus"
and is deflected by this force of Q, corresponding to the kinetic energy of the alpha
particle and distance to Q.
Alpha particle = red. This is what Rutherford and co. and "we" still believe today.
Alpha particles, in black, is a swing-by and the knowledge of tomorrow.
Better explained on page 21

SeL formula: If one were to change the gold foil into aluminum, copper or other elements, the
pattern on the screen would change according to the force or energy of Q, due to its selfresonance of the atomic nucleus. One could also measure a very expressive phenomenon by
setting up the whole experiment in a 3D hollow sphere in space. That would be the Rutherford
Experiment 2.0. Up to perfect images in X-ray crystallography. Biophysicist already know what
this means for medical purposes or semiconductors.
Theoretical SeL formula: In space, matter has a different decay rate than on Earth.
That is why matter on asteroids or moons have a different
composition that is "still" precious to us.
This statement is so powerful because it also explains how we can convert our nuclear waste into
harmless matter such as lead and more.
Anyone who knows a little about it knows how long this normally takes.
By the way, it also explains the properties of these so-called black holes and why they cannot be
compressed matter<!
That means starting by tomorrow, our known physics will turn 180°<! But only IF page 2 is
correct<!
Which directly catapults us into the next chapter.
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Summary explanation.
Anti-matter has been known for a long time and can only be created by extreme acceleration or
anti-acceleration forces just short of the speed of light AND if the 1.0 experiment is right, lets us
also understand why there must be anti-gravity or dark matter, etc. But what are anti-acceleration
forces? When for instance a comet hits the earth and has to slow down suddenly, it's antiacceleration forces or anti-kinetic energy are sometimes so high that its matter, its inner atomic
nucleus forming forces, almost explodes like an atomic bomb and if the comet theoretically had
the speed of light, its energy potential = E=mc² = Q. That means, pressure or compression is not
an independent force because without gravity or mass pressure cannot form.
Thus, they are one of the standing forces that belong to the large family of VisViVa forces.
Also, with our well-known atomic model we talk about orbitals, which can also be understood as a
"standing" force, spin or "wave", from which the magnetic force arises "IN-directly", also in planets
as already explained on page 9. That means, if you look at everything through its plasma state,
ions etc. which, by the way, make up as much as 99 % of all visible matter in the universe.
Everything is fine as it is! On the smallest scale, electrostatic forces that are generated in the
atomic nucleus or nuclear spin, and thus on the largest scale, it generates the magnetic field of
planets, suns and galaxies. Especially in pulsars, magnetars that are a remnant of exploding
stars, that is what forms in the middle of such a giant star, but cannot be destroyed
immediately because it has the physical properties of Super Q... However, because modern
science has never been able to "directly" measure the anti partner to gravity, they have only made
assumptions in these directions, that's why these most complicated theories about dark energy &
matter etc. have emerged.
Not only the famous Fritz Zwicky in the thirties, who was described as difficult among his
colleagues, was on the right track. Among other things, human pride prevents many faculties from
interacting with each other. Not to mention autodidacts just like me. I think everyone knows what I
mean, these are the human frames of reference we live in, but here we are talking about the
physical frames of reference that "shouldn't" be incorruptible.
So this means that today's 4 known basic forces, gravity, electromagnetism, strong and weak
forces, cannot be used in their composition to understand Q, or to uncover the mysteries of the
universe! Also, this formula E=mc² does not need gravity or the electro-magnetism, weak or the
strong interaction. By the way, it is known for a long time that at very high temperatures, the
electro-magnetism and the weak interaction in the atomic nucleus unite to the so-called:
Electroweak interaction. Nevertheless, today's science still claims that there are 4 basic
forces!... Ask the WWW
Especially with the fermion and boson and from which perspective one measures them. Warning!
Danger of a brain explosion....... Therefore better wait until the 1.0 experiment is proven,
otherwise your brain has exploded for nothing!
Everything arises from the interactions of these 4 ))(( foundation forces by the Quelle.
By the unification of all plus minus equivalences an unimaginable energy is created; basically all
matter is something like a battery and its manifold interplay demonstrates us the conservation of
energy with everything everywhere! That can only be understood from its physical reference
systems.
But today it is also known that the electron is no longer distinguishable from the atomic nucleus,
quite different as the Bohr atomic model showed us and much more! So, logically, this formula
simplifies in )Q( But if from tomorrow this 1.0 experiment is proven, we will adapt to the infinite
stories of the universe and their knowing inhabitants. Not vice versa! ...
Then we also understand why we had to come up with it ourselves and some more...
That means stop believing that anyone will come to help us. This is a universal cosmological basic
directive! Not only in Starship Enterprise.

Our evolution is also the understanding of past times, when we preferred to enjoy life.
That means dear earthlings, too much of it makes us drunk.
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The knowledge of tomorrow.
The SeL formula tells us, it always needs a movement against a not movement! Or as was already
explained, our strong magnetic field is an excess reaction of Q, just like a pressure relief valve
does because from the interactions of all positive and negative forces. That means the "moving" of
the Atom dissolves in an "anti-movement" or let me explain it this way: dissolves in something not
existing; thus its energy potential is E=mc², which presents itself as a self-balancing force, like for
example our strong earth magnetic field, it is simply Q which behaves according to the rules of
energy conservation, as well as the whole universe strives to this self-stabilizing state of
equilibrium.
Even if I repeat myself from time to time, this is important for what comes now. Because now
these realizations can be transferred to other planets, suns and some more.
A long time ago we also know that Mars had a magnetic field because it rotated faster, now we
understand why he lost it. The other way around! He could have also lost a big moon. Everyone
that understands this now knows what to do. Nevertheless, to make it absolutely clear, it always
takes a large mass or rotation to generate the Q. For instance, our sun rotates slowly, but still has
a large magnetic field, in contrast to the smaller Jupiter, which rotates faster but also with a large
magnetic field. Pulsars or even more extreme, two pulsars rotating around each other. Now you
understand why the planetary constellations trigger solar storms, magnetic currents, it's something
like an imbalance in Q that just wants to balance itself again. Or why galaxies have such a huge
magnetic field, it's because of the so-called "black hole", that's only ancient Q!.....
We observe this imbalance again and again, not only in "black holes"......
Also in human relationships, which I often compare with fermions and bosons ....
At latest now all astrophysicists and co. will get a supernova brain explosion.
Saturn rings produce water! Is this how the water on earth was formed?
This data collected by space probes show how a vast amount of water crystals, rain down from
Saturn's ring via its invisible magnetic field on Saturn, in the white area. It is also known that
Saturn's rings are made of water crystals and are not very old, it seems to regenerate itself.
Why?.. Theoretical SeL formula: That would mean that in very certain areas, there must be
something like a focusing zones of the space-time, there were space is gravitationally stretched
and compressed, it comes to interactions with neutrinos or other antimatter particles from outer
space and transforms itself into other energy-charged particles, such as muons and so on... If
neutrinos are that what is here described, then this will be clarified on the next pages. Because
one must never forget where these neutrinos come from. Which travel with light speed and carry
the energy potential of E=mc² with them, they simply transform it back into matter. Like for
example into the simplest form, hydrogen and helium and in this special stronger resonance
focused point zones, into water and some more. Better explained on page 19. That means each
planet in its own time of formation and with appropriate rotation, size and resonance, also forms
water and life with the right distance to a sun.
And again we use our SeL formula: Of course, this
Strip the cosmos: The rings of Saturn
cosmic water tap has turned itself off, due to
the loss of Earth's rotational forces. Just as we
know it from the earth's or Mars history, otherwise
we would actually be something like "intelligent"
fishes today. Now this space radiation "only"
transforms into energy charged particles = mass.
All for the benefit of this energy conservation.

By the way, through this theory; The flood
mountain towards the moon is easy to
understand, but that on the other side of the
earth a flood mountain is also formed, is not only
alone because of the centrifugal forces of the
earth. But that gives us another short chapter for
itself. If...?

Also, we do not understand some things
with crystal formation in weightless
space because we work with the earthbound physics and because this is
again such a gigantic topic.
I can only say, include this 1.0 effect!
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Illustration of an extremely simplified electro-magnetic light "wave".
As we understand the light today.
Fact is! We do not know what light is! But we know exactly its physical wonderful properties, Ask
the WWW.
The 1.0 experiment shows us that there has to be an anti-structure, and thus everything stabilizes
itself. This leads us to the sphere and as long as no other force acts on this form, this form O
dominates in the cosmos, down to the smallest building blocks of the elements of the atom, which
hold themselves together mainly by static forces. When we apply all this collected knowledge onto
the light, the following picture arises, thanks to the SeL formula, with which also the light wave
dualism can be explained wonderfully. " Theory". Light is simply a linear sphere?! That means no
wave or particle.
The best way to explain this is with this children toy.
What are the ingredients for the menu called light?
We know its 3 basic colors, red, green and blue also yellow for its electromagnetic properties.

What is still missing is the spice, the space in which everything moves smoothly

And of course, the main ingredients, the positive and negative non-existent space.

Of course, everyone can create a better image, there are also many delicious supplements
because the light originates from a stable atomic sphere, it radiates at the speed of light in
all directions, so that this simple three-dimensional representation transforms into a fifth
one.. On to the next EUREKA.

By the way. The transition to the DNA to life itself is a chapter for itself.
Self-explanatory if the 1.0 experiment is proved.
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The "simple" great variety of electro-magnetism.
Today, one builds gigantic experiments to understand the magnetic field of the earth.
By the dynamo principle, which is very well known to us, liquid metal is made to rotate,
to simulate the magnetic field of the earth.
Nevertheless, this does not explain the strength of the earth's magnetic field, let alone the other
planets, sun and many more.... Of course, each refrigerator magnet is a thousand times stronger
than the Earth's magnetic field, but the refrigerator magnet has a range of a few centimeters,
while the Earth's magnetic field is huge. More or less we have learned the Lenz's law etc. with all
its "complicated" formulas" by heart, and we don't question these rules anymore because they
work, but not how?...
In principle, it is "simple", like when Faraday found out that an electro-magnetic field and a
magnetic field are the same, or to generate electricity you simply need a standing magnet against
a moving or oscillating metal conductor, copper for example, or even simpler, move a magnet over
a copper wire and electricity is generated, it even works vice versa. By the way, that's why also the
non-magnetic metal elements are better conductors, right up to the superconductors... They even
manage to let the electromagnetic current flow directly through. Why?
At very cold temperatures, the VVV forces are neutralized, and thus all resistance forces arise,
this allows a current to flow through Q without any friction. Explanation on the next pages. But it
has something to do with the theory that the Electrodynamics is the anti-partner to gravity.
This knowledge is extremely simplified and compressed from many searches through the WWW
of today. This magnetic gadget is important to calibrate the brain easily.
Much of what you find is explained too complicated. In space in zero gravity also ths forces that
form the atom is a natural self-stabilizing shape is a sphere, as long as no other force affects
that shape. Recommendation; get ball magnets and mark all the balls on the north side, which
you then recognize playfully, also by iron filings are the self-finding structures on which so much is
built. Self-explanatory, many other phenomenons will be easily explained with this, especially the
transition from the micro to the macrocosm.
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18. continued
from page 17
Magnetic fields around
a magnetic sphere, so
viewed we understand
the opposites in
nature, as fore
instance fermions &
bosons and their
properties and how
complicated we
measure and describe
them today. By the
way, this magnetic
sphere is now
saturated, to grow up
to a planet gravity
takes over now.

Spherical magnets in a circle change
their magnetic strength

Self-explanatory image statements

Radical reforms are needed if these simplicities are to be
implemented in today's complex world, many history books are full
of them, for instance, Joseph Thomson realized in 1897 that an
electron beam is deflected from the north pole of a magnet
because opposites attract, electrons are therefore negative. This
means that in reality the current, the flow of electrons from a
battery, flows from the negative pole to the positive pole.
Also, all this "simple" knowledge about Q can be transferred to the
Looks like chaos
function of transistors, semiconductors, diodes, capacitors, also to
but are self finding structures
lasers, etc.
I also wanted to show with this simple imagery that this process is
force neutral, thus showing the law of conservation of energy at
work here, but that theoretically it allows for many self-forming
structures. The principle in Darwin's law will then no longer be
Survival of the fittest but Survival through the principles of stability.
This also explains why there cannot be a perpetual motion
machine in our known material space, if that were the case, our
Very simplified representation.
known world would destroy itself. The closest thing to a perpetual
Here
in this case, from light and its
motion machine are the so-called catalysts, which, as is well
magnetic properties, begins to
known, can convert substances into other substances, that one
interplay
with the Q space, DNA
can "now" explain with the interactions through Q space.
can form.
What I'm getting at is, that if you combine everything that has
already been described, a self-explanatory sense is formed.
But also how fermions and bosons are measured or ions that are
actually "simple" equivalent interactions. Then electromagnetic light
"waves", if they are created, as is explained here again and again,
this could also be the glue for life...
This means that this non-existent Q-space is just the result of ALL
equal forces automatically playing together in the atom on an equal
level, witch gives this phoeniX a whole new, ancient concept.
More stable three-strand DNA structure
These are just my few attempts to describe what I measured 20
years ago. And no matter how hard I try to throw this out of my life,
the more it shows me all this... only through the fusion of these
equivalent reference systems AND especially through these VVV
forces, the simplest structures form themselves, like molecules,
polymers, etc. are first created... up to life itself, but only in earthlike frames of reference, this birthing mechanism called evolution
automates itself. SeL: Under a microscope, you cannot see the
structure of the DNA. If all this is true, then the DNA has a three or The glue of life! Throw in a little joyful
four-stranded stable structure and not two. Of course, this
bonding carbon and water, and the elixir of
statement will be corrected, when page 13 and 9 is confirmed.
life is ready. Of course, only if the
HOW? I suppose you've guessed by now.... but let's
continue to be seduced by this fantasticom.
environment allows it!
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Space-time dimension of the fifth kind<!
How could we Pereidolinsch imagine such a Q room?
A simple explanation is only possible through visual language.
Since this Q space is a non-existent dimension, the SeL formula tells us that it cannot be twisted;
thus it can immediately adjust with any
positive or negative events without loss.
That means light "waves"= transversal waves, gravitational "waves"
or high-energy gamma radiation, and many more.
Now we understand what the family of neutrinos is, they are said to be neutral, but they are
"negative" because they are created through this Q space, in its 5th dimension, which is also a
reason why it is very difficult for us to measure them directly, even though they flood the whole
universe, unlike light "waves" which interact positively with their smallest "vibrations" with this Q
space.
Light therefore becomes weaker because it spreads out in all directions and becomes weaker
proportional to the distance, which is what gravitational waves also do.
Neutrinos, however, do not become weaker but less, proportional to the distance and intensity of
the Q source.
This means that these neutrinos can only remain stable at the speed of light and, as we know,
they penetrate everything. Except!
If their resonances happen to overlap perfectly with another Q space, that's why something like
"particles" keep appearing in empty space and disappear again immediately.
Two-dimensionally, you can think of it as a rogue wave.
But in our Earthbond frame of reference, there are these flashes of light that can be measured
with these neutrino director experiments, or sometimes flash up very delicately even in our eyes.
At the same time, it can also be used to clarify the background radiation in space.
That we mistakenly use for the Big Bang Theory.
Because if you take a picture of the cosmos and overlay a picture of the background radiation with
the same scale over it, you'll see what I mean.
This means by tomorrow we will also know what this Background noise really is<!...
And lots more........................
That means that the speed of light is defined by the "rotational movement" of the atom, where light
is first generated, see next pages. This also explains by itself why a supernova explosion
produces high-energy radiation, mainly neutrinos, which reach us first, faster than the visible light
explosion and much more... Ask the WWW.

Rogue wave of the fifth kind. SeL formula: This is why the universe
cannot cool down to 0 Kelvin! And some more.
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"If" we understand "Q" in this way tomorrow, then we will come up with many things
differently, won't we?
In front of the mirror, we look at ourselves inverted, that means, how other people don't see us,
once again we have this perspective perception. Or if the human "intelligent" civilization had
developed first in the Southern Hemisphere of the earth, then every globe would be facing south
upwards today and the preferred direction of rotation in nature would be clockwise and the earth
would be turning left or if you look at this picture formula from behind, everything turns around
backwards, without changing the physics... I have not formulated this to mislead anyone, but to
explain what is coming next. If we have understood everything so far, then the SeL explains to us
what Q is, through this picture formula. Here is where the smallest states are formed, where the
laws of nature cancel each other out and merge, into this non-existent Q space. Unfortunately, I
have to clarify here again, but only if experiment 1.0 in space can prove an anti-space<! So as not
to suffer from this brain explosion syndrome, here are just a few examples.
Ancient laws of nature reveal themselves.
It will then explain to us why such a non-existent "counter-rotating" magical quantum state turns
into light photons and can wavelike expand in all directions and back again into matter. That
means this automated "counter-rotation" describes why an electromagnetic field builds up, or why
nature prefers left-handed. Or, why this atomic structure has no colors, because of the Doppler
effect it can be well understood how the electromagnetic field builds up on the outside of this atomspace dimension, and through the "counter-rotation", as explained on the next page, also create
the colors and how they mix. There is still a lot to come, up to the formation of the DNA structure
and how life started<!...
Now we understand better why plants can best energetically use blue and violet because they
have the most compressed kinetic energy and radiate green out, for their photosynthesis, which is
again a small chapter in itself.
As Wolfgang Pauli already postulated, this spin rotates faster than the speed of light, that is
Q space... Or this is also where Einstein's general and special theory of relativity come together
because the space-time with this fifth dimension compresses and stretches, which is again a small
chapter but with big effects.
This is made clear again through thought experiments on pages 25-26.
This self-explanatory picture formula tells us everything from fermions and bosons to why we can
only measure down to this smallest space, that is reflected in many statements of today's very
complex science.. For example, with Planck's constant E=hf or why nothing can be colder than
+ 0° Kelvin = -273°. We find evidence for this in many borderline sciences, including the Pauli
principle.. Also, if one sets up a rotating funnel in liquid helium from 2.17 K lambda point and then
when it transitions to a super fluid at below 2 K, the funnel disappears, so the laws of inertia are
swallowed up!? = 0 viscosity!? WWW research: If you have 2 fermions with the spin 1/2+1/2 =1
you get a boson. Explanation on page 21 of how the Bose-Einstein condensate forms at slightly
above 0 K, because these forces cancel each other out or unite because of this inner „spin“... But
I'm not quite sure yet because these are difficult-to-access, contradictory borderline sciences.
Better described on next page.
However, it is known that a weight=mass=atom-spin becomes minimally lighter at this extreme cold
because the inner VVV inertial forces unite and minimally lose their mass. In other words, that
what generates gravity AND are NOT PARTICLES, strings, Higgs etc.! Even hints in this
direction, you can be mentally beaten up these days.
That means, such a state cannot float because it is still in the gravitational field of the earth, or why
populist science makes fun of it.
Of course, these effects from the frontier sciences are at first glance meaningless for our Earthbound physics, but this physics transferred to galaxies, black holes, dark matter, etc. BUT without
today's brain frustrations<!. There is also an unimaginable energy in there.
SeL formula: If one managed to tear these phase transitions apart at the speed of light, then this
forces in the atom can no longer bind and transforms into high-energy radiation, which would then
be a UFO drive with a strong magnetic field, or what happens in a supernova explosion
because it is the direct transformation into E=mc²... Without these ingredients of the fifth kind we
will not produce solar fusion energy here on Earth, nor inertial fusion and much more.... And once
again some time ago I thought we finally got it, but we didn't<!
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21. Continued from page 20
Simple perspective explanation of the fifth dimension.
Our known understandable world is measurable because we can "only" measure in this positive,
compressed space-time dimensions. One could also say that life needs different pressures in
order to exist. Look at a cell and the function of the membranes, but that's another huge topic in
itself. That means, everything needs these interactions with their equivalent anti-partners, which
originate from a stretched anti-space-time dimension that can only be measured indirectly...
Simple illustration of the atom explains the fifth
dimension and much more.
Superposition, or how
Schrödinger and his cat
tried to explain it to us.
There are lots of YouTube
video around that explain
today's Quantum physics.
I recommend this
YouTube God: Electrons
DO NOT Spin.
From 07.07.2021.
And many more...

Not sure if such a state
is possible... But it
shows the phase
transition, which could
represent the boiling
state, lambda point.
Or even others.

Bose-Einstein condensate, at
slightly above 0 Kelvin. Theory:
Gravity can therefore no longer
form. Atoms in this state become
minimally lighter, but cannot float
because they are still in the
earth's gravitational field.
Think away, the colors is just the
Doppler effect.
By the way, those who now
recognize a singularity could be
right. This could also explain why
it only occurs in the smallest and
largest force dimensions.
Everything in between is
entropy.
Events overturn here and now. This
explains the quantum leap up to the
mass defect or the Mpemba effect.
Also, with the complex world of
electronegativity and its polar and
non-polar interactions or the potential
energy, that is in everything, also in
us. Up to the photoelectric effect, ball
lightning or the hydrogen bonds and
much more... But only if gravity is the
equivalent anti partner to
electrodynamics...

Everyone knows the spin
ball. A few rotational
movements from the wrist
allow this ball to spin up
by thousands of
revolutions, in principle it
is the same, only here
you have to imagine that
this fifth dimensional force
takes over the hand.

This would be the element helium with the atomic number 2.
Of course, everyone should look up how the atomic structures are
explained today. But with this, even the up quarks and down quarks
make sense and much more. These mutually self-balancing force
only form with their stable harmonic resonances.... By adding or
releasing energy, these conditions give birth to other elements, which
is also known as the quantum leap.
From a certain compression, they become unstable, radioactivity
develops, this unstable imbalance in Q, then throws particles, energy
out again and again until it can stabilize itself, in for instance lead. If
one over exaggerates the whole thing mathematically, quasars and a
lot more can be explained. Or why in space with a different density
than on Earth, on comets or moons or other planets, all the way to
the center of the Earth, other elements can form that are "still
precious" to us.
Theoretical SeL. This can also mean that the neutrinos are
responsible for why these radioactive materials radiate so irregularly,
these are only the neutrinos that interact with their Q space until it
stabilizes, until it transforms into stable matter, we also know how
long this takes. Keyword half-life.
By the way, the Transformation of a proton from the element 80
mercury transforms into gold, the element 79. We also know how
much energy E=mc² is needed to do that...
Now we know another method. ;-)
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There was no big bang.
When populist science doesn't understand something, they just say it's quantum mechanical
processes or a singularity, up to parallel or mirror universes. Sometimes it seems to me as if
something new is invented every week. If the day after tomorrow all this is proven, then we
really are living in a parallel world as against the universe. But that's always been the case...
it's a self-preservation instinct to look at everything from the I perspective, but many people over
exaggerate that excessively.
It is also noticeable that only the light from space has these absorption lines.
SeL formula: Because the light must go through a gravitationally-stretched-space-time, these
black lines appear. UND they shift into the red light spectrum where stronger gravitational fields
are located. THAT MEANS, the light has to pass through a gravitationally stretched spacetime and the further we look into space, it makes us think today that everything is moving
away from us, Also, the further we look, the faster everything is moving away from us... As
already explained in my YouTube video, the red shift as Hubble described it has nothing to do
with an expansion of the cosmos...
AND because today's astrophysicists constantly preach this big bang, a phenomenon of faster
than light speed can be calculated. It is best to imagine a balloon that is inflated with many dots
on it that represent galaxies, viewed in this way they all move away from each other, even in the
case of distant galaxies up to four or five times the speed of light. This means looking into the
deep universe at a 90° angle. This is what I was told over and over again, and it is one of the
reasons why I no longer pursue this 1.0 experiment.<!!!
BUT, photographic plates taken over 100 years ago showing distant galaxies, compared with
today's pichures, do not show that they are all distancing themselves from each other.
Occasionally, you only see them moving in some direction. Now a populist astrophysicist argues
that the universe is so unimaginably large that this effect could perhaps only be measured in 1000
years. But as we know, we already measure distances that are smaller than an atom. This is really
a huge topic in itself! I really don't need to explain anymore, who, where, when and how claimed
all this. Even the contradictory statements that are multiplying everywhere in the WWW
cannot be refuted by populist science, they just carry on undeterred. Like the philosophy
behind the 3 monkeys... This means, even with the new generation of space telescopes, we will
find out that the universe is even older than we now believe. Also, the deep field taken by the
Hubble telescope shows ancient galaxies. Already then I thought they had understood that there is
something wrong with this Big Bang-story <!... Also, the recently taken pictures of the so-called
black hole, we all noticed how complicated the experiments with these radio telescopes were,
including the processing of the huge amounts of data by a supercomputer.
It's a wonder how they managed that, because of the different gravitational time dilation, better
explain on the next pages. Even if they measured everything precisely with atomic clocks, in my
opinion such a measurement is only possible in space, in neutral reference systems, with three
radio telescopes. Which then can be moved even further apart, to look much further into space.
But the occupants from house number 42 remain silent.

On to more physics pereidolia

Black hole

Quantum physics
The atom in the feedback loop

G2, that's the name of a cosmic gas cloud
that was discovered in 2011 and was
heading straight for the black hole. If our
theories about massive black holes are
correct, it should have been swallowed up,
but it flew by!!!??? Also, all the images you
can find where suns are moving very fast
around a black hole, but you don't see any
signs where a sun disappears behind a
massive black hole, not even a light
distortion... Again and again I thought they
got it!... But they didn't!... Only the populist
science theories became ever more
complicated<!
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These two pages can be flown over... again, Just a small attempt to describe these
complications of modern times.
Here so much is simplified... knowledge from the WWW; even the worlds of fermions which are
known to be repulsive, in the atom it is the electrons, protons and neutrons which prevent an atom
from collapsing because of their repulsive effect, without this effect no matter, not even us, would
be able to exist, everything would implode. While, bosons attract each other. Today, this is
explained with quantum states, sometimes based on the Bohr atom model. To get ahead in this
populist science, every physics student has to memorize this quantum mathematics, and if the
brain survives not to question this mathematically working, hundred-year-old complex system,
then these people are the Nobel Prize winners of tomorrow.
Fermions have a spin, they are anti-symmetrical... For example, bosons are light, and they are
symmetrical... Also, the presumed tiny "graviton particles" belong to it, with an incredible mini size
of minus 10²m. Once again, it is important for everyone to do their own research<!
The main question in physics, in all the sciences, is; what is it that holds things together at
their core? As well as the atomic nucleus or anything else.
Now I don't have to kick in the front door of these populist sciences, it can only be opened
smoothly from the inside through this back door of house number 42.
Even if I repeat myself... this non-existent Q-space, such as the 1.0 experiment could soon prove
to us in space<! That with each " rotation " of the atom = mass copies its properties, which in turn
defines the speed of light and then spreads freely in this Q-ether into anti-space losslessly. By
this I mean, in space itself something like a stretched or anti-space-time arises.... always
proportional to its reference systems. BECAUSE all the masses, planets and galaxies attract each
other, stretches the space<! THAT IS ANTI-SPACE... Also vice versa, see page 25 Mercury's orbit.
AND has nothing to do with a red shift, as Hubble postulated...
It is an anti-gravity effect as postulated by Fritz Zwicky and others, or as explained in my YouTube
video. Gravitational waves also belong to the family of bosons, and it is also known that they travel
at the speed of light in proportion to their frame of reference, but only when an extremely strong
explosion or rotation event occurs in the cosmos, as we were able to measure in our Earth's
atmosphere as recently as 2015.
As explained on page 7 because we are like fish scientists, we only measure strong effects here
on Earth, that are able to get through our gravitational atmosphere. If we were, for example, 10 m
underwater, which is also the atmospheric pressure on us, and about 100 m above water a hand
grenade explodes, we wouldn't notice anything.
This thought experiment transferred to space by a supernova explosion, there must be long wave
gravitational waves, but they are swallowed by our Earth gravitational field.
Those who know a little about the Kepler orrery know that long wave gravitational waves can also
produce this effect, giving us a different explanation than the Kepler space telescope has
sometimes shown us. By the way, this phenomenon has been known in radio astronomy for a long
time. One could imagine the whole universe like the surface of an ocean but with 4 dimensional
overlapping gravitational waves, which they are, like the picture on page 8. Data from Voyager
probes now in interstellar space also show this, what today's astrophysicists call, mysterious...
That means, that some data from Kepler's Orrery would have to be evaluated differently. All
recorded sections of the cosmos combined in a supercomputer, one could calculate whether a
pattern can be measured by long gravitational waves, which one could then trace back to a
supernova explosion, or to two "neutron" stars rotating around each other, and some planets
discovered by the Kepler telescope show a central star jumping back and forth because one
suspects a large planet in its orbit. That's why there are space telescopes like James Webb or the
LISA Pathfinder mission, which is not due to start until 2034.
And now they can start earlier because we have this „new“ propulsion system.
If something goes wrong, don't worry folks. Now we can give this Fantasticom new glasses much faster. ;-)
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24. Continued from page 23
Am I grumbling justifiably with this, or is it all in my head?
One thing is also clear, with each new generation of telescopes, our universe becomes a few
billion years older. What I mean is that if these lobbyists get wind of this knowledge, they will
again only speak out in their direction with huge advertising campaigns and documentary
programs, as has happened for over 20 years. What can I say, it's normal to borrow knowledge in
order to gain power, more or less everyone does it, always reflecting the zeitgeist with every era
and I don't have to explain to anyone which era we are living in right now;
Excessive growth leads to ><><!...
We must not forget that many people prefer not to be saved because they have become too
dependent from this system, this is also the main reason why I live so secluded. With Vitus our cat.
This raises the most important question of all, with this knowledge of how the whole universe
"really" works, we are saving WHAT! This world? On which people live, who want to show us
every day how today's science works, with costly experiments that show us how nature really
works, in order to save our world. BUT nature does not need our help, it uses these selfbalancing forces, as other worlds have always done. Sorry! But I'm just pretending that this
1.0 experiment has already been proven, but that's exactly what it is, but I'm only 99% sure! I can
only hope that scientists and co. will comment on this now and not when page 2 is officially
proven.
By the way, then all Trump scientists would be right... If the 1.0 experiment is "officially" proven,
we can save this world from ourselves, even if we have destroyed it even more... Every day I hear
in the media how the populist scientists want to save us, not only in Paris or Glasgow with ever
new stories about the emperor's new clothes, I'm just the child screaming very loudly, they're just

NACKED<! What else can I do but think and write and act like this. My brain already suffers
under dizziness because I am 99% sure that I measured correctly with the 1.0 experiment over 20
years ago, then it is the solution that belongs to us all... But everyone knows the problem, the
secrets from nature and the universe are free, but our system is not<!
Don't forget, I have nothing to lose. That's why I'm not the only person who is forced by this
zeitgeist to become ironic, which then manifests itself in psychotic disorders such as screaming,
sticking out my tongue or fingers, other people are even worse off, as you can see every day in
some perverted media...
But this may be the key to an anti-Pandora box....We had to open the other one first...

This is also a deep apply to all who read this, don't bombard me with
suggestions before the facts are not established.
And when they are proven, everything explains itself.
I hope you all understand that...

Just a few more pages, and we'll be through with this never-ending sleigh ride straight into the
real 21st century.
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If we, of curse, assume that 1.0 experiment is right, then it shows us a space-time - compression
by these VVV forces. If we transfer this knowledge to our known physics, a heavy contradiction
arises because: From Einstein's special relativity theory it is known that the time for moving
systems passes slower in comparison to a resting observer. That can't be right!
Because everything must be considered and measured from its VVV frame of reference.
And here again, many chapters are compressed into a few sentences.
Soon one stumbles over this term: gravitational time dilation. This means, nothing else than that in
a valley clocks run a little slower than on a mountain because in a valley gravity is minimally
denser than on a mountain and because space does this, it also influences the time, but only if
you observe everything from a different frame of reference. That's why atomic clocks measure
a minimal time difference. If one over exaggerates this knowledge with this thought experiment,
this fierce contradiction arises: Imagine a mountain as high as 400 km, their time would run faster
because space-time expands gravitation even more there too. Then why does time run a little
slower on the ISS?... which is also in an altitude of 400 km. To explain this, take a look at a
graphic from satellite orbits, as we can see the ISS is still well within the gravitational field of the
Earth. Because we must not forget that the ISS is traveling at 28,800 kilometers per hour and
needs this speed to keep itself in orbit, with these equivalent inertial forces, centrifugal forces =
VVV. Also, we must not forget that the mass of the ISS believes it is always flying straight ahead,
but here the Earth's gravitational field has to be added to the centrifugal forces = VVV; Which
confuses us with Einstein's statement = that the time for moved systems passes slower in
comparison to the resting observer.
By the way, this time dilation balances itself at a height of approx. 3000 km. With the GPS and
with the Geo stationary satellites at a height of 36,000 km, time runs slightly faster there.
By the way, Isn't it interesting how this is also reflected on page 9 with the red 100 kg weight.
Of course, now many scream. Wait a minute, there were these experiments with atomic clocks
in airplanes and so!...
Anyone who thinks this now has not understood the marriage of this equivalent VVV forces.
One can't just simple differentiate between acceleration, deceleration, centrifugal forces, even the
up and down movement of the airplane, also the different gravity fields of the earth or the Eötvös
effect can't be simply distinguished. Excuse me, but have you guys simply forgotten to
calculate them in<!?
That means, such an experiment would be possible only in space outside of our
gravitational system.
If these insights are applied to Mercury's orbit around the sun, special relativity is easier to
understand. In the past, it was believed that another planet would hide behind the sun, which
influenced the orbit of Mercury. This was cleared up by Einstein because he realized that the
space-time around a massive object like the sun is compressed by gravity and in Mercury's case,
it stretches his orbit by 29 km. Important, THE speed of light always remains the same::: Only
the time in this compressed gravitational space is stretched, by these equivalent VVV
forces.
This means that this effect can only be observed from outside, thus from another reference
system. Thought experiment: If we had a station on Mercury, they would observe, that an Earth's
year takes a little longer because the Earth is in a different reference frame.
This is a powerful statement because it explains Dark Matter and some things more all at
once...
Explanation on the next pages...

Can reality be so simple?
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26. Continued from page 25

That I would like to clarify again with this thought experiment.
We imagine an extraterrestrial civilization, but they live more in the center of our galaxy, but are in
the same level of knowledge as we are, and we start to communicate with them, they ask us if we
know why our galaxy rotates too slowly, and we answer that it is the other way around.
Everyone who has now understood what I have explained before also understands why? Both are
right... They only live in other reference systems.
That means, Einstein's thinking error leads to the measuring error still used today. That also
has to do with one of his biggest „mistakes“, Eselei as he called it. Which I would like to clarify
here once again. Everyone knows the story of the twin paradox, where one brother flies into space
and the other twin brother remains on earth. Only if the one brother in space constantly
accelerates in his rocket more than 1G and to come back again constantly brakes more than 1G,
also flies curves, time passes a little slower. Also, if we live on a planet with 2G, seen from another
reference frame, the time there passes a little slower.
Here is another thought experiment that explains it simply:
We rotate in our galaxy with a speed of about 1 million km per hour, and we imagine that a second
galaxy of the same size is coming towards us, but with an opposite rotation. And we find out their
lives an "intelligent" civilization like us and of course
we want to fly there, also Let's imagine we have
superfast rockets. Now all we have to do is wait for
the best time to take off.
This diagram explains what I mean.
1,2 and 3 represent equal space-time points.
Position 1. Takeoff, although the rocket accelerates
it decelerates. And because of the Doppler effect the
frequency of the radio waves to the aliens is
compressed, thus higher.
Position 2. The rocket has reached the speed of
1 million km/h accelerated, but decelerates from the
the perspective of the diagram accelerates the
rocket now and the radio waves with the
Aliens have the same frequency.
Position 3. The rocket has decelerated to 2 million
km/h decelerated, accelerated and is now ready to
land. The frequency of the radio waves are now stretched, therefore higher.
One could include here still more perspective perceptions, but what I want to point out is, the time
runs on both systems equally. And when both systems cross again after c.a. 1 million years, the
same time has also passed in both systems. EXCEPT. The astronauts have landed on a planet
with double gravity, then their time would run a little bit slower compared to ours, or if they landed
more in the center of this galaxy.
SeL: Muons which form from the cosmic radiation in approx. 10 km height have a minimally
longer life span, everybody can look in the WWW why. BUT because they have to decelerate with
nearly light speed, thus WITH one of these equivalent VVV forces, this SPACE-TIME compresses.
That's why they live minimally longer, and not because of Einstein's thinking error. Please don't
forget, but only if this 1.0 effect is proved in space!!!! This sentence is a prophylaxis against
the brain explosion syndrome.
Everyone knows this term: The answer is 42.
Here arises such a simple answer to everything, also with our complex mathematics, if the 1.0
effect is the truth, then everyone will want to study this physics from the day after tomorrow, but
does not need to... Alien mathematics... That in some science fiction movies is explained very
complicated because one tries to view it from our complicated earthly perspectives.
By the way, already noticed? The special with the general relativity theory unite...

Has our universe an instinct that also lives in us?
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From this, how shall I say manifest of manifestos, I have left out a lot of things because I always
have to tell myself that if the 1.0 experiment doesn't show anything, I've learned a lot about
science, but haven't understood anything...
Even as the comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 hit Jupiter in 1994, and scientists at the time predicted
that we were very unlikely to see NO impact crater because, as we know, Jupiter is a gas planet...
But then the impacts and the spectra of the ejected matter from the comet impact explosion
showed us something else, not hydrogen or helium as assumed, but heavy elements and also the
impact craters were still visible for months, only a dense mass can store heat so long, no gas! If
you understand the properties of Q now, all these measurement data from the probes which were
sent there make sense.
How do we know how much mass a planet has? Only if a planet has a companion like a moon,
this moon mass can be quite good guest, thus by its orbit speed, distance and diameter of the
moon mass, one can calculate its gravitational force, and thus also the mass of its planet can be
calculated.
Here we have always used the Earth-bound physics of the Cavendish experiment. Some famous
scientists have come up with the fact that something cannot be right, for example: The theory of
the hollow earth. Ask WWW.
Also, it is known that thousands of tons of meteorite = mass fall daily on the earth and one could
think now that we should become heavier and heavier or even other planets because we get more
and more attracted by the central star and therefore our orbit gets smaller... If page 9 is true, we
understand what self-stabilizing systems are and some things more.
That means, our planet and also others do not weigh as much as we believe!
You may have heard about this Grand-Tack-Model, which is about the fact that we do not
understand exactly why our whole planetary system has developed the way we know it today,
based on our known physical calculations. And there are extremely complicated computer models,
with which one also tried to explain it.
So, there are supposedly these gas planets which have wandered inward and have also pulled a
lot of matter to themselves and have accelerated again, in their today's orbit and there are also
still other unbelievable stories on which I cannot comment on. But as the Kepler orrery data
became known, one should have come to the conclusion that there must be something like a selfstabilizing force in the universe. Or maybe there is a mysterious full good alien race after all, that fixes everything, like you see now
and then on these very specific "documentary" shows.

Unfortunately, there is also bad news for all the people looking for Planet 9.
It has been found that some mass deflects our planetary orbits in a certain direction. Just as the
irregularities in Uranus' orbit have been used to determine the position of Neptune quite
accurately, without first finding it with telescopes.
Now it is so, that a space-time stretching also influences gravity, thus the orbit of planets, up to the
whole galaxies or the universe.
Now you may guess once in which direction we assume planet 9! Which would have to be also
quite big and pretty far away, and he also needs 10 to 20,000 years to move once around the sun.
Yes! Exactly! Quite in the direction of our galaxy center, we assume planet 9, which unfortunately
can't exist like this... As already explained from the previous two pages.
But there's still hope... Approximately in 10,000 years it will be found out that it has not moved.
So, the occupants of number 42 still have a little more time left.
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28. Continuation from page 27

We also transfer our terrestrial physics to globular clusters, which move in the halo around
galaxies. Also, here, astronomers will have to draw in further more brain explosions,
because they are in another reference frame, we also observe something like a reversed physics
because we look at everything from our physical glasses. One could now write a page-long
treatise about this topic, we even believe that these globular clusters are older than this Big Bang
story.
But do not forget, only if the 1.0 experiment in space can finally prove a stretched space-time!!!
Here again one can say, the WWW is only now mature enough because without these populist
media YouTube gods and WWW pages, we can all "simply" translate this knowledge of today to
the knowledge of tomorrow. But with the time stamp of today, of course...
There is also a solution with the so-called quantum communication, quantum entanglement or
spooky long-distance effect, as Einstein called it.
Still theory: Make these measurements in such a negative space...
Extraterrestrial communication <!?!
Of course, over the years I have gathered much more information on this subject. And I don't want
to sound like a person who claims something and can't prove it, of which there are really enough
"people" in the world who also make a hell of a lot of money from it, through their not provable
statements, preaching us all hope for a better future, in which I spend too much time again and
again to check these statements. I would now have to use words that are not allowed in public.
But what makes me different from them?... These guys charge a lot of $$$ to give away their
secrets....
Because I still believe in this long past reality, as I had as a child, that never wanted to awaken
from this dream. But now I've woken up to this nightmare! This cannot possibly be the 21st
century<!
These so-called scientists who claimed 10-30-50-100 years ago, that we could all use this nuclear
fusion of the sun with an unlimited energy by today at the latest and much more.
I am so sick and tired of these hopeful statements!.. But the biggest problem of all is in the way
an atomic bomb works, viewed from this "new" perspective, the implosion makes sense when
you include these VVV forces like this.... A terrible thought creeps over me: Einstein could not unite his general theory of reality
with the special one because THEY did not allow it?

This is once again a powerful zeitgeist statement, we are not getting ahead because very powerful
systems do not allow it! Not only military physics! Secrets secrets and again secrets. For the
sake of what?? Their damn power? To do what! To maintain their status quo<?<!
And we all know these people, some have blinkers on that are much bigger than elephant ears,
but are no better than the Wirecard Management and C.o. Here I tried very hard to use an inoffensive sentence
formulation.

Incidentally, gyroscopes were built into ships as stabilizers. Their rotating mass force could build
up tons of G-forces to keep a ship stable in heavy seas. Also, gyroscopes are used in space to
keep a space station stable. What I'm saying is, there is so much evidence that inertial forces are
equivalent to gravity that they literally scream at you....
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Are we ready for such a "new" science<?
Counter question, were we ready for the atomic bomb? This can only be answered today,
because, fortunately, we did not manage to wipe each other out several times.
Philosophically, these lobbyists power structures are so tied up in their narcissistic frames of
reference that they won't understand what is happening here now anyway.
Who I mean by this is hopefully clear to everyone, systems that allow our earth to be destroyed for
the $$$, I'm too am more or less trapped in this...
But from tomorrow maybe not anymore. That is, if you can answer the heading with YES! Then
everyone knows what to do now!.. That's why this thing needs your support, I'm an autodidact, so
I'm not a Dr. Physics scientist. That's also why I have no chance to make such an application to
this populist science world to request funds for such an experiment that does not serve these
power structures. Who sits in these institutions? Guaranteed not Santa Claus...
My helpless and frustrating correspondences with universities, media and also my YouTube video
was plan A. Which obviously had not worked.
I have to remind myself again and again, that we live in this world as it is and not as it
should be...
That's why I'm turning this whole situation around with Plan B. With movement and Karacho
through the back door of 42.
Therefore, I have offered a reward of 10.000 € for the Dr. of physics who manages to register this
1.0 experiment at an official place to get funds for its realization. Which I estimate with all its
measuring instruments and expenditure on approx. 100,000 € and again further 10,000 € if it is
proven that I measured wrong. In other words, that what the populist sciences of today
already claim anyway. So then at least this will get an entry on Wikipedia that Einstein's
equivalence principle is not transferable into rotating systems.

The participation is extremely easy.
Just transfer 1€ to this PayPal account reset@visviva.de, in connection with a publication in a
populist media outlet that announces this 1.0 experiment, and you can actually realize it.
The first one to do so gets 10.000 € and of course another 10.000 € if it turns out that I
measured wrong.
Also, one of my biggest problems with this whole crazy story is, when I get a nice rejection letter
back from a popular media place, it says: There is no public interest, we ask for your
understanding.
Until now, that is my frustrating situation with these corresponding negative supernova brain
explosions. This 20,000 € is with my lawyer, who will then officially clarify it, which will hopefully
also become more... If I could convince you to join here now.
For me, one thing has already more than clarified itself... there are no independent universities!
Actually, really, nothing is independent... or?
Now please don't get me wrong that I want to buy someone with 20,000 €.
Money in our society can be used for great dimensional things, like for a new beginning, and this
beginning is 99% sensational. But not for this

1

%!

All civilizations in the universe are doing their thing. It just took a little time to figure it out for ourselves.
Or is it too early for us to think and move in different dimensions?
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30. Continuation from page 29
I'll keep spinning if I'm allowed this one chance!
Then maybe we can get that €80,000 together ourselves?
With Plan C, this is a kind of Crowdfunding, so everyone can support this 1.0 experiment directly
over my PayPal account reset@visviva.de because this whole thing here must become
independent of yesterday's system. So that my little few helpers, and me, can repeat a better 1.0
experiment and also with a better publishing it this time.
With the original experiment crazy things happened, from which I could write a novel or
documentary cartoon and maybe someday soon I can.
And then there's Plan D. Stands for bumb Future, somehow I have the feeling that we've already
arrived there, suitably portrayed with these iconic science fiction movies: Idiocracy or Brazil with
the philosophy of Cloud Atlas and a few more.
I'm not a fan of those schmaltzy Hollywood movies, like World Beyond with George Clooney and a
few more. But I grew up with those dreams as a kid, AND of course, the fantastic statements from
these science fiction movies of that time.
The moon landing also gave hope that we all could fly into space by 2001......
AND what happened!.... Nothing at all! Except, with further promises that will be ready at the latest
in 50-100 or even only in 300 years.
Willingly or unwillingly, we have created platforms with our democratic systems that allow 1% of
humanity to have less carefree life, so that 99% can only dream of it. AND we even more or less
support this 1% that they become even more powerful!
With the proof by this 1.0 experiment, everything really turns around now>!<...
I think if I have now managed to present this thing as simple as possible so that everyone
understands it. Perhaps sometime this 1.0 will get a mention in Wikipedia, where it says that such
an experiment brings nothing, thus Einstein's equivalence principle is not transferable like this on
rotating bodies. That would be then plan E for end
But there's also Plan F, which doesn't stand for this "big fu... mistake" but for a fantastic new
beginning.
That means, by the end of this decade we will all get into space with appropriate, you remember;
Positive orgasm brain explosions and some more...
Insider tip for all stock market enthusiasts! Now the 1% can become even more powerful. Still, I would love to
see how someone tries to patent the whole universe....
As for me personally, those who know me know that I have problems being the center of attention.
Philosophically, situations arise in denial of human systems and believe me, folks. Everything
viewed through these calibrated rosy-colored glasses, nature and the entire universe can scream
at you pretty darn loud.
If this is the great true knowledge now, then all this stuff from the annals of these physics will
overrun me anyway, and I can only hide. And if this whole thing was a measurement error, then I
don't care because I have nothing to lose, BUT at least I tried it...
AND if everything works out, then plan F will come anyway, that frees us from our gridlocked
democracy with a new fantastic flexible self-stabilizing eXtraterrestrial foundation.

So, how will you decide now < !?!
I'm not a poet, so T.S. Eliot is taking over now.
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We will not stop searching and the end of all our searching will be
to arrive where it all began, to recognize the place for the first time
through the unknown unremembered
Tor
because the last thing that remains to be discovered on earth, the
beginning was, right "now, here "now always a state of perfect
simplicity, nothing less costly than everything....
And all will be good, all possible will be good,
when the tongues of flames strike into the crowned knot of fire and
the fire and the rose are one....
We're just getting started.

E.T Eliot.

But whoever is familiar with Kepler's works or
especially Dante or the discoverer of the Big
Bang Theory; Lemaître, also knows that one must
not let the whole thing degenerate here like in
Luther's times.
Otherwise, we have learned nothing from history.

